
TPP Deal Deserves No ‘Stamp of Approval
From Congress’ - US Teamsters Union

WASHINGTON, October 6 (Sputnik) - The US Congress should not
support the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) free trade agreement
because it will cause US business to invest abroad rather than at
home, Teamsters General President Jimmy Hoffa Jr. said in a
statement. "In short, this is a bad deal that doesn’t deserve the stamp
of approval from Congress," Hoffa Jr. said on Monday. "As the
Teamsters have stressed as part of our new ‘Let’s Get America
Working!’ campaign, businesses need to invest at home, not abroad."
On Monday, 12 Pacific Rim countries, including the United States,
reached a consensus on the wording and subject matter of the TPP free
trade agreement. Hoffa Jr. noted that the most important aspect of the
TPP deal is that it will not create any new jobs in the United States.
"That is significant and can't be pushed aside by proponents. After all,
TPP backers like to insist it will result in new work for Americans,
although they can never quite explain how. There's a reason why their
responses are so vague," he said. Hoffa Jr. also noted that the United
States has a history of bad trade deals, and this is just the latest in a
long line. "Bum trade deals like NAFTA [North American Free Trade
Agreement] have killed upwards of one million US jobs, many of which
moved abroad. And that’s the concern with the looming TPP," Hoffa Jr.
said. "These big business handouts continue to hollow out the
manufacturing base of communities and destroy middle-class jobs in
their wake." The TPP free trade agreement eliminates taxes on US
machinery, automotive and agriculture products as well as
communications technology, among other goods exported to the Asia
Pacific region, according to the White House. The US Congress is
expected to vote on the controversial agreement at the beginning of
2016.
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